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parliament as cri'Licized the accumulation of power by
Putin,s visir to Schroeder.
Fresident Putin" &Yhat has this got ro do with the EU?) . on 2I .12.o4
the axis Paris-Berlin-Moscow'
The German Gr€ens accus€ schroeder of being pro-Russian. { with
necessities, as Pierre
geo-political
countering us ambitions, schroeder is only taking into account
a permanent seat on the
Viaf has notedi. 7]2.T2.A4: Putin support the Cerman candidary to
Large incr€ase in the R'ussian
Security council of the UN (the axis functions weii) On 3i '12'04'
satellites and 5 rocket
military budget. Are included 7 tntercontinental ballistic missiles, 9 military
Russla

.-

NZZ

l6.l ?.04 " The European

lauchers'(AreplytothepoliticsofencerclementbytheUs.CouldPutinassumetheroleof
dounterweight to Bush-Sharon)

analysis under the title "The
tn the FiEaro af 27.7.a4,Alexandre del valle supplies an exceilent
importa$t point:" The entry of Turkey in
reasons to refuse Ankara's canditature ". Here is the most
the 200 rniliions turkic
the Union wiil open the Pandora box of enlargenrent- Why refuse iater
T*re'EU will inherit all
speakers from the Caucasus and Central Asia, or the states of the ld'aghreb?
with its neighbours '
the geopolitical problems {water, borders, minorities, etc.) which Turkey has

of which this country is
Without forgetting drug and weapqns trafficking, clandestine immigration.
author of the
the
is
d'Anna
the hub. "( let us say that Alexandre del Valle, real name Marc
Europe" Editions L'Age
monumental study "lslamism and the United States- an alliance against
d'Homme, Lausanne |SBN-Z-825'l -1 060-4

just published in German, a specialedition of the revu€'Athenaeum'(Moscow 2005)' e-mail
over the linguistic borders
ateney yandex.ru. tt is a ground-breaking initiative: throw a bridge
Russland" is the title of
which are artificially separating the European people- "Deutschland and
that issue. Chief redactor Pawel Tulajew(P'O'Box ll,1O94:62, Moscow ' Russia)'
pawe! T-ulajew :" Far-sighted Russian thinkers are seriously busy iocay to elaborate new geopolitical models which will give to the Germans and the Russians , decisive roles in the
instauration of new
organisation of the new euro-asiatic sphere of influence, but also in the
charaeter of
political and military structures sn the continent.'- Anatoli M.lvanov shows the cyclic
and thanks to
history, and he believes in the mission of the cerman people. togetherwith others
Avdjev, on
vladimir
the forces of sanity which will have understood the message of Nietzsche'"the history of the world is not only a
the basis of tris study of races, dgme to the conclusion that
core of the race and its
struggle between the main races, but eYen more a struggle between the
(whose
re-edition woutd
genetic periphery ". And by ttris he reiterates the "uppsala propositions"
death" , analyses with insight
be useful.) - Cerhoch Reisegger, under the title 'Ctobalisation equals
problems to future
of
solution
the
this modern panacea, which consists in handing over
States'
generations and which will end up in the utter destruction of the peoples' As to the United
globalisation make them an emplre of death'
us not forget that the
Zeitgeist December 04 (Postfach 3535, CH 5001 AaraulA' Eglsede:" Let
that it is not eternal' ln
and
power of the world capitalist dictarorship does not control.everything
itself in a state of advanced
fact the contrary is true. The capitalist syst€m self-destructs , it finds
and culture are
self-destruction. Y\restern so{ieties are t\ryisting and crumbling. Traditions
are all over' Poverty
ghettos
massively corrupted , the muiti-culture does not functions, ethnic
renders the rtorker useless, and the econoffiy goes toward its doom
increases, total agtomation
with the strategy of the greater profit for the smallest invesr'ment-"{

in
paris), Andre Gandillon:" Actually ' Rttssia is fighting alone'
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